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ABSTRAK

ABSTRACT

Conventional hydraulic brake (CHB) systems used in automotive industry have several limitations and disadvantages such as the response delay, wear of braking pad, requirement for auxiliary components (e.g. hydraulic pump, transfer pipes and brake fluid reservoir) and increased overall weight due to the auxiliary components. In this project, the development of a novel electromechanical brake (EMB) for automotive applications is presented. Such brake employs mechanical components as well as electrical components, resulting in more reliable and faster braking actuation. The proposed electromagnetic brake is a magnetorheological (MR) brake. The MR brake consists of multiple rotating disks immersed into an MR fluid and an enclosed electromagnet. When current is applied to the electromagnet coil, the MR fluid solidifies as its yield stress varies as a function of the magnetic field applied by the electromagnet. This controllable yield stress produces shear friction on the rotating disks, generating the braking torque. This type of braking system has the following advantages: faster response, easy implementation of a new controller or existing controllers (e.g. ABS, VSC, EPB, etc.), less maintenance requirements since there is no material wear and lighter overall weight since it does not require the auxiliary components used in CHBs. The design process was started with an analytical model of the proposed MRB. Then, the MRB was designed with a focus on concept of BMX bicycle steering front and rear system, additional disc attachment, working surface area, MR fluid selection and applied current. Disadvantage of MR brake is the brake torque of MR brake produced is not enough to generate the brake torque of motorcycle. Therefore, an improved MR brake will be designed with an increased number of discs and value of current applied and modified the outer and inner radius of disc.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project background

The topic of “x-by-wire” is focus to motorcycle industries due to its potential to improve automotive performance, safety and cost. The “x” in x-by-wire is a technological wildcard for automotive systems such as steering and braking, and means replacing conventional mechanical components by electrical ones. The project is to develop brake-by-wire system using an electromechanical brake (EMB) that employs magnetorheological(MR) fluid.

A magnetorheological fluid (MR fluid) is a type of smart fluid. It is a suspension of micrometer-sized magnetic particles in a carrier fluid, usually a type of oil. In chemistry, a suspension is a heterogeneous fluid containing solid particles that are sufficiently large for sedimentation. Usually they must be larger than 1 micrometer. When subjected to a magnetic field, the fluid greatly increases its apparent viscosity, to the point of becoming a viscoelastic solid. Importantly, the yield stress of the fluid when in its active ("on") state can be controlled very accurately by varying the magnetic field intensity. The upshot of which is that the fluid's ability to transmit force can be controlled with an electromagnet, which gives rise to its many possible control-based applications.

MR fluids have attracted considerable interest in both academic and industrial fields. A variety of valuable outcomes have been used in various products, which
contribute tremendously to industry developments and to human daily lives. The most successful applications of MR devices are dampers or shock absorbers for vehicles and other applications requiring vibration control. For example, damper suspension equipment is used in a vehicle seat control system to compromise shock vibration control in response to the levels of shock and road vibration. Another innovative commercial application for an MR fluid is in the polishing of optical lenses. Compared to conventional polishing, MR fluid works as a compliant polishing lap, with which the shape and stiffness of the polisher can be magnetically manipulated and controlled in real time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MR brake system</th>
<th>Hydraulic brake system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low power requirement (several ampere)</td>
<td>High energy consumptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple design and construction</td>
<td>Bulky design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulic free: no hydraulic line and need less space requirement</td>
<td>Problem with leakage in hydraulic line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No metal-with metal friction</td>
<td>Brake noise due to metal-with-metal friction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No brake pad needed</td>
<td>Brake pad need to be replaced periodically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast response (0.02second)</td>
<td>Response delay due to pressure build up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy to control (used for brake-by-wire system)</td>
<td>Require auxiliary components such as hydraulic pump, brake valve and fluid reservoir</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Comparison in between MR brake system and conventional hydraulic brake system
While, disc brake is a device for slowing or stopping the rotating wheel. A brake disc (or rotor in U.S. English), usually made of cast iron or ceramic composites (including carbon, kevlar and silica), is connected to the wheel and/or the axle. To stop the wheel, friction material in the form of brake pads (mounted on a device called a brake caliper) is forced mechanically, hydraulically, pneumatically or electromagnetically against both sides of the disc. Friction causes the disc and attached wheel to slow or stop.

There are many advantages of using pure electronically controlled brake systems. The properties and behavior of the brake will be easy to adapt by simply changing the parameters and electrical outputs instead of adjusting mechanical components. So, this project is actually study base on MR fluid brake system (brake by wire) which has the potential to improve the braking time required to stop the motorcycle with using only small amount of input current.

1.2 Objective

Design of MR fluid base brake module to be used on motorcycle

1.3 Problem statement

Brake-by-wire is state of the art brake design. Research done shows that MR fluid base brake system has the potential to improve braking time required to stop the vehicle with using only small amount of input current. The brake system is currently tested on rig and this study is intended to incorporate the brake to a motorcycle.
1.4 Scope

There is a few scope which need complied in undertaking the project this namely;

- Study MR brake system
- Design/suggest MR brake module for motorcycle
- Identify the size of motorcycle engine
- Identify how to improve the brake torque of motorcycle